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Weekly Spelling Homework - Answer Key

(Form A) LESSON WEEK 32:
Other Sounds for EA and IE/EI
Decoded Skill Words
neat

create

believe

search

audience

great

tie

eight

theater

meant

heavy

field

quiet

break

feather

Spelling Tic Tac Toe
1. Any two proven words from the
bank above are correct.

2. A correct answer will include
any word from the word bank
and a picture to illustrate
its meaning.

3. Any two proven words from the
bank above are correct.

4. Any two proven words from the
list below are correct.

5. Any three proven words from
the bank above are correct.

6. A correct answer will consist
of a sentence about going
to a play that includes three
skill words from the word
bank. Some possibilities are
listed below.

create audience
theater quiet

audience
7. Any two proven words from the
bank above are correct.

8. A correct answer will consist
of a sentence that includes
two skill words from the word
bank and at least one of the
words below.

quiet

theater

9. Any two proven words from the
bank above are correct.

thought country few
group enough
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Reading Horizons Discovery® Spelling Lesson Week 32
Cloze Passage

Name

Date

Lin sat in the audience/theater and watched the actor walk out
on the stage. She could not tell who the actor was because her
head was covered in a heavy white veil.
The whole theater/audience went quiet,
waiting for the actor’s identity to be revealed.
For eight long minutes, the anticipation was so great
that Lin almost couldn’t stand it. Finally, the piece of cloth
was removed. The actor was her niece!
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Reading Horizons Discovery® Spelling Lesson Week 32
Cloze Passage
Other Sounds of EA and IE/EI

audience

eight

great

heavy

niece

piece

quiet

theater

ve i l

head
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Name

There is more than one sound for
the vowel pairs ea and ie. The ie
can also reverse its letters in the
spelling of some words.

Lesson 95: Other Sounds for EA and IE/EI
The adjacent vowel ea has more than one sound.
cream
1. EA says long e, as in Phonetic Skill 5.

meal

2. EA says long a. Reverse the markings.

steak

3. EA says short e. Mark under each
vowel, and put an arc over both vowels
with a short e on top of the arc.

great
e

deaf

e

thread

4. Sometimes, e and a will each have its
create theater
own sound in a syllable. Mark under
each vowel with a dot, and put the sound it says above the
vowel. Divide ea into syllables.

..
e

..

Read each of the following words. Then write each of the
ea words in the column that shows the correct sound.

bread
break

stream
beach

heavy
yea

idea

Korea

long e

long a

short e

own syllable

stream

break

bread

idea

beach

yea

heavy

Korea
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Name

There is more than one sound for
the vowel pairs ea and ie. The ie
can also reverse its letters in the
spelling of some words.

Lesson 95: Other Sounds for EA and IE/EI
The adjacent vowel ie has more than one sound. Sometimes,
the vowels are reversed in spelling and can take on a new sound.
1. IE says long i, as in Phonetic Skill 5: pie
2. IE often reverses in marking. The i is silent, and the e is long:
chief
s

3. I comes before e EXCEPT after c. Reverse the letters: deceit
4. Sometimes, when there is no c before it, the ei says long a.
Mark both vowels, anda place an arc above them, with a long
a on top aof the arc: veil. When ei is followed by a gh, the gh is
silent: sleigh
5. The i and e can each have a vowel sound in their own syllables.
Mark under each vowel with a dot, divide ie into syllables, and
put the sound you hear above each vowel: diet
..
e

tie
a

rein

die

s

re c e i ve

s

niece
a

eight

yield
q u .i e. t

Write a sentence with an ie/ei word. Then read the
sentence.
ry.
a
v
ill
w
rs
e
w
Ans
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e

Prove and read each word below.

break
great
steak
breakdown
breakable

Long E

team

beach

heat

season

release

instead

ready

meadow

weather

head

Sort by Sounds for EA
Long A
Short E

Reading Horizons Discovery® Spelling Lesson Week 32
Sort and Spell 1
Other Sounds of EA
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creation

permeate

theater

idea

create

Both E and A

Name

Reading Horizons Discovery® Spelling Lesson Week 32
Sort and Spell 1
Sentences

Date

Using the words in the Word Sort, fill in the
blanks to complete the sentences below.
1. Let’s head to the beach this weekend to enjoy the sun and waves.
2. When we turn on the heat, the warm air will permeate the
entire apartment.
3. Are you ready to eat some steak and green beans?
4. The bus that the baseball team uses had a breakdown on the highway.
5. This is very cold weather for this season of the year.
6. We can go to the zoo instead of going to the movie theater.
7. We saw a great, big moose in the meadow near our campsite.
8. If you release the toy plane from such a high place, I think it will break.
9. I think that it is a good idea to create a gift for grandpa’s birthday.
10. The creation of the crystal artwork was tricky because the glass
is breakable.
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Reading Horizons Discovery® Spelling Lesson Week 32
Sort and Spell 1
Word Sort Questions

Name

Date

Using the words in the Word Sort, answer the questions below.

1. Which word rhymes with fed? head
2. Which word rhymes with vacation? creation
3. Which word rhymes with late? great
4. Which word rhymes with seem? team
5. Which word rhymes with permeate? create
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brief
chief
relief
niece

tie

vie

pie

die

IE as Long I

audience

alien

client

quiet

eighty

perceive

receive

ceiling

seize

EI as Long E
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neighbor

reins

sleigh

Sort by Sounds for IE/EI
IE as Long E
Both I and E
EI as Long A

Reading Horizons Discovery® Spelling Lesson Week 32
Sort and Spell 2
Other Sounds of IE/EI

Name

Reading Horizons Discovery® Spelling Lesson Week 32
Sort and Spell 2
Sentences

Date

Using the words in the Word Sort, fill in the
blanks to complete the sentences below.
1. He had to seize the horse’s reins when the animal started to gallop.
2. The team will vie for the trophy at this weekend’s game before a large
audience of spectators.
3. My niece, my sister’s daughter, is the new fire chief in her town.
4. The ceiling of this concert hall must be eighty feet high!
5. I think that the plant that belongs to my neighbor will die from a lack
of water.
6. Customers who visit our bakery on Friday will receive a free apple pie.
7. If you can wait a moment, I need to make a brief phone call to my most
important client.
8. What a relief that there is peace and quiet in this room!
9. They will tie a ribbon on the new winter sleigh.
10. In this story, there is an alien from outer space who can perceive what a
person thinks.
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Reading Horizons Discovery® Spelling Lesson Week 32
Sort and Spell 2
Word Sort Questions

Name

Date

Using the words in the Word Sort, answer the questions below.

1. Which words rhyme with sigh? pie, tie, vie, die
2. Which word rhymes with sneeze? seize
3. Which word rhymes with peace? niece
4. Which word rhymes with hay? sleigh
5. Which word rhymes with giant? client
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